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12. April 2023

Education and culture

Kim Schmidt leads workshop at the Media Centre
In cooperation with the German-Israeli Society and the Adult Education Centre Bocholt-
Rhede-Isselburg, a very special drawing course will take place on Saturday 22 April from 10
am to 4 pm: Kim Schmidt is an experienced comic artist and workshop leader and will give
an insight into the technical aspects of drawing comics.

How do you draw a figure? How do you come up with an idea? How does a narrative in
pictures work? Together we will create the first characters, develop a storyline and create a
comic world for everyone to see. Kim Schmidt will also explain the connections between
comics, superheroism and political education in this free course.

For better planning, the Adult Education Centre asks for registration at www.vhs-bocholt.de
 or during opening hours at the VHS office, Stenerner Weg 14a in Bocholt.

About the comic artist Kim Schmidt

Kim Schmidt is a comic artist, author, children's book illustrator and North German. His
themes are land and life between the seas, his comics are called Local Heroes, Öde, Kleiner
Thor and Gorm Grimm. For Kim, the same applies to his work: think globally, act locally.

His comics are conceived and drawn locally and printed in the region using FSC-certified
recycled paper. The books are published by a small village publishing house. He is the
author of the cartoon maps Hedwig-Holzbein, Deutschlandkarte, Freistaat Blayern and
many others. Kids, he draws illustrations and entire comic books.

In addition, he is active in promoting young talent: he gives drawing workshops, runs a
comic drawing forum for young artists on the Internet and is the author of the textbooks
Kim's Comic Drawing Course, Drawing Comic Characters Step by Step and the Comic
Drawing Course Workbook. Kim lives and draws in Güllerup / Schleswig-Holstein. Book
publications for Carlsen Verlag, Coppenrath, Kosmos Verlag, Tokyopop, Ullstein,
Voggenreiter and others.

Well-known comic artist gives drawing course in Bocholt

https://www.vhs-bocholt.de/programm/detailsuche/kurs/Eine-Comicwelt-fuer-alle-Comiczeichnen-fuer-den-Frieden/BP1107#inhalt
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